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This is based on my own personal experience

It works for me, but your mileage may vary



Hacking is not magic.



What is a Hacker?



A person who uses computers to gain unauthorized
access to data*

What is a Hacker?

*Thanks, Google.



A person who uses computers to gain unauthorized
access to data*

What is a Hacker?

*Thanks, Google.



A hacker is just a person who uses computer
programming or technical skills to overcome a challenge
or problem

What is a Hacker?

*https://www.webroot.com/us/en/resources/glossary/what-is-a-hacker



What is Troubleshooting?



Tracking down and resolving faults or errors.

What is Troubleshooting?



Hackers == Troubleshooters

Troubleshooting
Using technical skills to

fix a fault or error

Hacking
Overcoming a problem

with technical skills



“I need to
access this
database, 
but I don’t
have the

credentials.”



Vulnerability:  A website content management system will execute PHP code
as root on the underlying operating system, if the PHP file is uploaded through
its "Upload Theme Element" function on the admin panel.

Root issue: I need to find a way to log into the admin panel.

Requirement: I need the admin password to this content management system.

Support Issue: User has lost admin password to website.

Shifting the Perspective



Troubleshooting Styles

Socratic
Questioning

Asking a series of
leading questions -
or "acting dumb"
about a situation - to
uncover deficiencies
in thinking

Rubber Ducky
Debugging

Explaining the problem
to someone with no
context to force
details and get 'back
to basics'

Workflow

Following proven,
logical steps to rule
out possible faults.
Easy for technicians
newer to support



Workflow
Troubleshooting



Workflow
Troubleshooting



Workflow
Troubleshooting



- I tried restarting Outlook.
- I tried logging into Outlook Web Access.
- I checked my password, and its valid
- I tried connecting to the internet, and it
   works.
- My coworker can connect
- I reconnected to the VPN
- I can connect to other servers internally
- I checked my DNS settings
- I can ping the Exchange server

Rubber Ducky
Debugging

"I can't connect to the Exchange server"



- Are the backups configured?
- Does the system have backup software?
- Does the backup software work?
- Are other systems backing up?
- Are they backing up everything you
   expect?
- Is the backup script present?
- Does the backup script make sense?
- Do the files you want to back up exist?
- Do the systems back up to tape or cloud?
- Is the tape drive plugged in?
- Does the tape drive have a tape in it?

Socratic
Questioning

"My backups aren't completing"



Scenarios



Scenario One

Issue
New Systems Administrator has no
access to the domain. No passwords
or documentation have been left
behind. No other technical staff.

Details
Administrator has the (unencrypted)
laptop of a former systems
administrator. Does not have a
passwords to any account. Has
physical access to servers, but they
aren’t labeled.



What do we
know?

Accounts
Local and Domain Accounts
- Don't know domain accounts
- Common local account: "Administrator"

Passwords
No known passwords
Commonly used: 
 - SeasonYear (Spring2021)
 - Password (Password1,P@ssw0rd) 
 - Company Name (Company123)

Other Knowns
Laptop is not encrypted
Password complexity on Domain
Access Rules
- Local admins can read all files



Focus What We Know

Laptop is unencryptedThere's a local Admin

We know there's likely an
account called
"Administrator"

Local Admins can read
all files

We can use this for initial
access and further recon

We can access the hard disk
offline without decrypting it. 



Develop a Plan

Log in as AdminBoot Laptop from
Rescue Disk
Reset or clear

"Administrator" password

Escalate Privileges

Find saved domain
passwords, use tools such as

MImikatz, etc

Log in as the local admin
and perform local recon



Success!
With an account capable of
on-box recon, we've found a
script containing an old
BackupExec service account
password. By incrementing
the password, we have
domain admin access and
can create a new domain
admin user.



 Gained an initial access foothold (Reset administrator password)
 Performed on-box recon and enumeration (File recovery)
 Escalated privileges to a domain account (Updating script)
 Established domain persistence (New account creation)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Scenario Summary:



Scenario Two

Issue
Server running a critical database has
crashed. Underlying operating system is
damaged and many commands do not
work. 

Details
Database has a recent backup file
(backup.db) and the SHA-256 hash is the
same as the expected hash. It appears to be
undamaged, but many commands such as
“scp” “cp” “ftp” are not working.

A recovery server is available in the
datacenter, but needs the database files to be
copied over.





What do we
know?

Commands
Some common commands don't work
- Can't use cp, scp, ftp, some others
- Some commands seem fine, hit and miss

Networking
Networking is intact
- Can ping remote host, curl TCP 80
- Able to SSH into broken server
- No firewall rules between broken 
   and recovery servers

Other Knowns
Database backup file is undamaged
Python backup script runs successfully



Troubleshoot
I need to copy
this file across
the network.

Can you use
SCP or FTP?

No, those
commands are not

working
Are any

commands
working?

Yes, some
commands work.

Which ones
work?

Python works, bash
works, netstat
works, ifconfig

works, ps works
Do any of

those transfer
data over the

network?

Python and bash
can do that.

Does base64
work?

Base64 works

Does /dev/tcp
exist?

Yes, /dev/tcp exists

Is netcat on
the recovery

server?

Yes, it has netcat

Are any firewall rules
separating between

hosts blocking
comms?

No, there are no
firewall rules

base64 file >
/dev/tcp/recovery/port



Screenshots
Broken Server:

Recovery Server:



Success!

By looking at the state of the system, the commands available, and
some creativity, we've been able to copy the critical file to a recovery
server despite common commands being corrupt.



 Bypass system restrictions (Work through corrupt binaries)
 Exfiltrate sensitive data (Transfer file and verify SHA256 hash)

1.
2.

Scenario Summary:



Scenario Three

Issue
Critical script running as a cron job is not completing.
Script uses LDAP and MySQL to synchronize sales
data every 60 seconds. 

Details
User data for the script is hard-coded into a
credential file. Sysadmin has access to log in to
server, but the credential file is only readable by
root, to which they do not have the password. Can
run basic systems admin functions only. Systems
Admin has verified read-write access to the
config.py file.



What do we
know?

Permissions
- Two users: sysadmin and root
- Sysadmin can log in via ssh
- Sysadmin cannot read script file
- Sysadmin cannot read creds file
- Sysadmin CAN read/write config file

Technologies in use
LDAP (TCP Port 389)
MySQL (TCP Port 1433)

Other Knowns
- Systems Admin can run privileged 
   admin tools with sudo
- Config file controls script specifics
- Creds file has hard-coded creds for 
   MySQL and LDAP



Run TCPDump

Examine config file
Destination LDAP server
is user writable. Any file

we can fully control
should be investigated

thoroughly

Sysadmin has privs to
tcpdump. Run tcpdump and

capture contents



Change config file
Abuse the access rights

you have available. If
you can write to a file

and change an important
piece to something ELSE
you can control, thats a

win. Abuse LDAP!
Because LDAP doesn't require

encryption, both methods
should provide a clear-text

username and password



Listen
Since we control the

server we just added to
the config, we can
capture the traffic



Or...



Abuse the Protocol
The protocol LDAP is in

clear-text. We have
access to run privileged
commands -- such as

tcpdump.



So to recap...



Troubleshoot Your Way to Root

- Hacking isn't magic. 
- Process over tooling.
- Restate the problem and go back to basics.
- Explain the problem aloud, to yourself or a coworker.
- Break down the problem into its most simple form.
- Stumped? Think about what you want to do, and how the 
   process works. Explore each step of the process.



twitter: @highmeh

Thanks for listening!
 

Questions?
 


